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Business Process Improvement -"Nine Blind Men and the Elephant"
JAYA SRIVASTAVA
MBA (2013-15)
Business Process Improvement or Re-Engineering, can be best explained by telling
the parable of the "Nine Blind Men and the Elephant." Here it is:
Nine blind men surround an elephant. Each is grabbing the elephant in
a different place. Someone asks each of the blind men in turn "What's
an elephant like?" The blind man holding the elephant's tail says, "An
elephant is like a rope." The man holding one of the elephant's ears replies, "An elephant is flat, like a pancake." Yet a third blind man, with
his arms wrapped around one of the elephant's legs, responds, "An elephant is shaped like the trunk of a tree."
And so on.
The point of the parable is simply this: Each of these men is right -- for his part of
the elephant. Yet, in the more important, holistic sense of accurately describing
what an elephant is really like, every one of them is ultimately very wrong.
Seeing the "Whole Elephant"
This parable perfectly mirrors what life is like for so many people who manage a
piece of an important business process. All too often, although they are acutely
aware of their part of a given process -- the part they "touch" -- they are "blind" to
its other pieces and, therefore, completely unaware of what the whole process really
looks like. Without this ability to see "the whole elephant," as it were, they also
can't ever properly understand how what they do affects this important process or
others involved in it. Given this reality, is it any wonder, then, that so many of our
business processes are sub-optimized and so much less effective and efficient than
they could be?
The Power of Business Process Improvement
This is where an effective Business Process Improvement, BPI, approach can help.
The great quality guru, W. Edwards Deming once declared, "A bad process will beat
a good person every time." The power of BPI is its ability to provide all the "good
people" who touch a given process with the chance to see the "bad process" -- often
for the first time -- as a complete whole. Just consider the motivation that results
when you empower well-intentioned people to fix something that may well have
been making their lives difficult for a long time.
Getting the "Whole System" in the Room
Here, then, are some basic steps to follow to implement an effective BPI approach
that we've used successfully with clients for years:
1. Carefully and accurately define the scope of the process you're trying to improve
by identifying clear process "start" and "end" points. This ensures everyone knows
the limits of the "playing field."

2. Identify the key individuals who make the process work from start to finish. This
will almost always, by definition, be a cross-functional group. And that's good, since it
ensures that you break through "silos" in your organization.
3. Now, get "the whole system in the room." In other words, announce that your crossfunctional group of process owners is a team that you're empowering to analyze and
make recommendations for improving the whole process.
4. Next, if your organization doesn't have any process-mapping expertise resident internally, you may want to seek outside help . You'll want to provide your team with
someone who can help them to a) accurately map their process, b) identify areas of inefficiency, wait times, "loop-backs," etc. and c) formulate recommendations for improvement.
5. Once your team has created their "process improvement plan," you'll need to give
them the support -- "air cover" -- they'll need to make required changes and ensure
that these changes really "stick" in your company.
The Payoff of Effective BPI
Of course, the ultimate goal of any BPI effort is significant and quantifiable performance improvement for your business and your customers. Here are just a few examples:
• A banking client reduced the amount of time it took to replace a customer's lost or
stolen debit card by over 30 percent. Think of the impact on customer satisfaction.
• Another client, a manufacturer of heavy equipment, saved almost a million dollars by
reducing the repair cycle-time for a critical piece of machinery from 60 to 40 days.
Consider
the
impact
on
the
company's
bottom
line.
• And a chemicals manufacturing company eliminated 18 safety hazards in a reworkhandling process with improvements that paid for themselves in only three months.

Offbeat Operations Strategies
SHEEBA PATHAK
MBA (2013-15)
Distribution System of the Indian Postal Service
The Indian Postal Service, which was started
in 1764, is an envy for the people who admire the concepts of management worldwide. Managing the vast amount of workload with an employee base of over half a
million employees and serving a nation of
over 1.2 billion across diverse geographic
terrain, is no less than an operational phenomenon. The Indian Postal service system
is the largest and the most extensive system
in the world which has over 150,000 post offices. In fact, post office are still the only
way almost 50% people in India communicate with each other as electricity and telephone facilities still elude the rural areas.
For management of such a huge country with diverse geographies, cultures and varying population concentration, the entire nation is divided into 22 postal circles. Each
one these circles is governed and observed by a Chief Postmaster General, who has
the ultimate authority in that circle. The circles are further divided into field units
called division for better man management
Lean Manufacturing in the Newspaper Industry
Lean Manufacturing has often been thought of as only applicable to manufacturing industries, but as Jones and Womack said in their first literature about Lean, it is applicable to any industry. Over the last decade, more and more printers have been introduced to, and have implemented elements from, Lean Manufacturing (Cooper et al,
2007). Lean Manufacturing can help printing companies to do more with less and to
lower their costs by reducing the number of non-value-added activities. Printers implementing Lean are often bringing tools into both office and print operations
(Celebrating Excellence in Lean, 2007).
Lean implemented in a newspaper printer can make the operations more efficient and
cost-effective, in addition to changing the focus to look for answers and improvements
(Brady, 2008). Three of the main benefits for a newspaper printer to implement Lean
Manufacturing into their operations are:
 Outsourcing of functions for increased efficiency and cost reduction, and better
customer service

 Reduction in the geographic area of distribution, resulting in reduced newsprint
and transportation cost, allowing more targeted focus on the core audience
 Use of common operational systems to optimize communication between departments
Once lean is implemented, the quality for on-time delivery is also taken into account :-





Channel distribution is optimised and irrespective of the margins for the entities
involved, the distribution structure is optimised to improve on-time delivery

Inventory Management in the Dairy Industry
The consumer products sector faces volatility in demand on a high scale and level of
complexity, thereby posing challenges in the area of inventory management. Economic
volatility and demand variability present challenges that simple models of demand
forecasts are not equipped to handle. An important method of tacking demand variability is an effective way to improve the inventory control policy, which should be designed to smoothen stocking response to demand variation arising from the customers.
The problem gets compounded while dealing with perishable goods as shelf life is very
small.
The business goal is to arrive at an inventory planning policy for two such perishable
classes of goods: yogurt and fresh milk. The inventory policy will attempt to balance
the costs of under-stocking vs. the cost of over-stocking these goods.
The inventory policy used by store managers to :
1. Determine the near optimal order quantity for different seasons, days of the week etc
2. Determine the reorder point at which the order should be placed
This will be achieved by forecasting the demand for two classes of products: yogurt and
milk. For instance if the lead time for the supplier is two weeks then the forecasting is
for two weeks. As and when actual data is available for the next week, roll forward our
forecast to include the last week data and forecast for future two weeks.

Modern systems make it comparatively very simple to deal with all aspects of warehouse management: from tracking stock intake and movements
Use of Technology
Many systems are in place to procure the raw material, schedule the delivery process
and track the finished goods; viz SAP modules, project management software etc.
which is widely used in the civil industry. The SAP modules in synch with the ERP system of any organisation aid in tracking not only the material and information flow but
also the prevalence of the key stakeholders and external interactions.

News related to Supply Chain Management,
Quality Management, Materials Management, International Operations, Production
Management and anything related to
operations……...
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The International Air Transport Association (IATA) has released the second edition of its Cargo-XML Manual and Toolkit. The publication provides Cargo-XML (Extensible Markup Language)
standards for the electronic exchange of information, replacing the traditional Cargo-IMP (Interchange
Message Procedures) for the air-cargo industry. According to IATA, it ensures uniformity, clarity, accuracy and economy in electronic data exchanges.
Aramex has launched a new cold supply
chain service, available across all its MENA
markets. Biocare, a solution for the
healthcare sector, is designed to provide an
end-to-end temperature-controlled delivery
solution to move clinical specimens and medical samples domestically and globally for laboratories, hospitals and pharmaceutical
companies.

IBM has deployed a business-to-business, cloudbased network to support India's automotive industry.The new exchange, dubbed AutoDX, was developed in partnership with the Society of Indian Automobile Manufacturers (SIAM) and the Automotive
Components Manufacturers Association (ACMA), the
two leading industry groups in the Indian automotive
sector.

Mahindra Auto Steel, a joint venture between Mahindra Intertrade, China Steel Global Trading Corporation, Taiwan and Mitsui & Co.(Asia Pacific) , is trying to re-engineer the steel supply chain model.
They are bringing in a model that is prevalent and followed internationally. They will offer the full range
of services from sourcing to customized just-in-time delivery solutions for all the auto manufacturers in
the western belt.
Cigna TTK Health Insurance, a joint venture between US-based Cigna Corporation and
Indian company TTK Group, announced the
launch of its operations in India

SWIFT India, the domestic arm of the Society for
Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunication
has tied up with nine domestic banks to provide
its electronic channel for messaging on transactions
between banks.

Bharti Airtel Ltd., the world’s fourth-largest telecom service provider by subscribers, announced a
recast of its Africa operations, dividing the 17 countries in the continent into four strategic business
units (SBU). The new divisions have been demarcated based on the position of the operator in the local
markets.

Manufacturing PMI rises to 52.5, highest in a year. The HSBC Purchasing Managers’ Index (PMI)
for the manufacturing sector moved up to a one-year high of 52.5 in February, bringing some good
news . The index, which is based on monthly data compiled from replies to questionnaires to purchasing executives in around 500 manufacturing companies, clocked 52 in March 2013. In January 2014,
the PMI was 51.4. A number under 50 suggests contraction. Consumer goods segment was again the
best performing sub-sector of the manufacturing economy, leading the rise in both output and new orders. Operating conditions also improved for intermediate goods producers, but remained unchanged in
the capital goods category. New export business rose at a quicker clip, the survey said.
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Philip B Crosby

Born: Philip Bayard Crosby, June 18, 1926, Wheeling, West Virginia
Died: August 18, 2001 (aged 75), Asheville, North Carolina
Alma mater: Ohio College of Podiatric Medicine
Occupation: Quality consultant
Years active: 1952 – 1999
Known for: Philosophies of Quality management, Zero Defects, Quality
Management Maturity Grid

The distinguished career of Mr. Philip B. Crosby (1926-2001) is eminent throughout the
global quality community. For over 35 years, Mr. Crosby was both an illustrious philosopher and pragmatic practitioner of quality management. His writings have helped to
stimulate international interest in the quality field that was a catalyst for a global awakening and driver for a worldwide movement that matured over the past two decades.
His innovative thinking and creative outlook on quality management have been the inspiration for thousands of companies around the world. Mr. Crosby made many significant contributions to the core quality body of quality knowledge and served as an international ambassador extending the influence of quality thinking to the furthest parts of
the globe. One area emphasized throughout Mr. Crosby’s career was his focus on clear
communication of the message of quality. Mr. Crosby considered himself a writer and
communicator who plainly spoke his message and reached a broad audience because of
his clear and pragmatic writing style.
Mr. Crosby’s contributions and service are known throughout the global quality community and his influence has spanned the world at the level of international business leaders.



Philip B. Crosby worked to significantly advance the cause of the worldwide quality
movement through his many personal contributions over the past four decades. He developed pragmatic concepts that are considered foundational elements of the body of
quality knowledge, including his Four Absolutes of Quality Management™:






Quality
Quality
Quality
Quality

means conformance to requirements, not goodness.
is achieved by prevention, not appraisal.
has a performance standard of Zero Defects, not acceptable quality levels.
is measured by the Price of Nonconformance™, not indexes.

Mr. Crosby was born in Wheeling, West Virginia on June 18, 1926.
Mr. Crosby’s working life began after tours of duty during World War II and the Korean Conflict with education at medical school in between.
 He worked for Crosley from 1952–1955; for Bendix Mishawaka from 1955 – 1957;
and Martin-Marietta from 1957–1965. In 1964, he received the Distinguished Civilian
Service Medal from the Department of the Army in 1964 to recognize his development
of the concept of Zero Defects. He served under ITT CEO Harold Geneen as Corporate
Vice President of Quality from 1965-1979, when he established his own consulting firm.
 His book Quality is Free was one of the initial signals of the decade of quality in the
1980’s when quality emerged as a viable career and work movement. It sold over 2
million copies.
 In 1979 he founded Philip Crosby Associates, Inc. (PCA), and over the next ten
years grew it into a publicly traded organization with 300 employees around the world
and $100 million dollars in revenue. Through PCA’s Quality College™, management
learned how to establish a preventive culture to get things done right the first time. GM,
Chrysler, Motorola, Xerox, many hospitals, and hundreds of corporations worldwide
came to PCA to understand quality management. His philosophies have been ingrained
into the fiber of these corporations both large and small.



In 1991 he retired from PCA and founded Career IV, Inc., a company that provided
lectures and seminars aimed at helping current and prospective executives grow.
 In 1997 he purchased the assets of PCA and established Philip Crosby Associates II,
Inc. (PCA II). The Quality College continues to operate in over 20 countries around the
world.
 Mr. Crosby authored 13 books on quality that have been translated into 17 languages
and have sold millions of copies in both hard and soft cover. Some of his most important
books include:















Cutting the Cost of Quality, 1967
Quality Is Free: The Art of Making Quality Certain, 1979
Quality Without Tears: The Art of Hassle-Free Management, 1984
Running Things: The Art of Making Things Happen, 1986
The Eternally Successful Organization, 1988
Let’s Talk Quality, 1989
Leading: The Art of Becoming an Executive, 1990
Completeness: Quality for the 21st Century, 1992
Reflections on Quality, 1995
Quality Is Still Free, 1996
The Absolutes of Leadership, 1997
Quality and Me: Lessons of an Evolving Life, 1999

